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Available in Kindle, Paperback (Regular and Large Print), and Audiobook editionsSUSPENSE
MAGAZINE - "Parents Who Kill Their Children is a great read for aficionados of true crime. The
way the author laid the cases out made the hair on the back of my neck stand up."This collection
of "Filicidal Killers" provides a gripping overview of how things can go horribly wrong in once-
loving families. Parents Who Killed their Children depicts ten of the most notorious and horrific
cases of homicidal parental units out of control. People like--Andrea Yates, Diane Downs, Susan
Smith, and Jeffrey MacDonald--who received a great deal of media attention. The author
explores the reasons; from addiction to postpartum psychosis, insanity to altruism, revenge and
jealousy.Each story is detailed with background information on the parents, the murder scenes,
trials, sentencing and aftermath.INSIDE THE BOOKAndrea YatesDarlie RoutierSusan
EubanksLianne SmithAlan BristolJeffrey MacDonaldDeanna LaneySusan SmithTonya
ThomasDiane Downs"Acclaimed true crime author, RJ Parker Ph.D., has a knack for collecting
high-profile cases under specific themes. This collection about parents who kill their children
provides a fast-paced, gripping overview of how things can go horribly wrong in once-loving
families. From Andrea Yates to Jeffrey MacDonald to Susan Smith, Parker reports on the
stunning case details and suggests reasons why the parental bond can get so twisted. The
updates at the end of each chapter add a lot, since popular media rarely follows up. An
important reference for true crime readers."-- (Katherine Ramsland, Ph.D.), bestselling author of
"The Mind of a Murderer" and "The Ivy League Killer.""Is there anything more reprehensible than
filicide--that is, the intended act of a parent killing his or her own child? In "Parents Who Killed
Their Children," the award-winning true crime author RJ Parker shines a powerful light on this
dark and sordid phenomenon. First, Parker offers a number of possible psychological and
environmental causes (or at least correlates) of filicide. Then he presents ten shocking, real-life
case histories of parents who murdered their children. The result is a book that is bound to make
you rethink the absolute sanctity of motherhood and reflect on why some mothers do indeed
"eat their young." This is a powerful read and another hard-hitting, compelling entry by RJ
Parker."-- (Scott Bonn, Ph.D), criminologist, professor and author of the forthcoming "Why We
Love Serial Killers"NOTEWORTHYThis book has been selected by several Universities in their
upcoming courses in Criminology, Sociology and Forensic Psychology, including, the University
of Utah and Penn State University....True stories of Filicidal Murder, Mental Health and
Postpartum Psychosis...Now FREE to Read Using Your KindleUnlimited Membership | Kindle
eBook is FREE when you purchase the Paperback edition...PUBLISHERS WEEKLY - " valuable
resource and reference book for Criminologists and Psychologists on the fraught subject of
maternal filicide, supported with ten case studies. A clear-eyed view on the most heartbreaking
of crimes."



About the AuthorLouis Botto is the Senior Editor of PLAYBILL and is a Former Senior Editor of
Look magazine.
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PARENTS WHO KILLEDTHEIR CHILDRENAuthored byRJ ParkerCopyrights © 2014
byPublished in the United States of AmericaeBook EditionEdited by Deb Hartwell()Cover design
by Jacqueline CrossLicense NotesThis book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This
book may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with
another person, please purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If you are reading this
book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then please return to the
author and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of the author. All
rights reserved. No parts of this publication can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means without prior written authorization from RJ Parker Publishing, Inc. The unauthorized
reproduction or distribution of a copyrighted work is illegal. Criminal copyright infringement,
including infringement without monetary gain, is investigated by the FBI and is punishable by
fines and federal imprisonment.PrologueWe consider mothers to hold the highest status in our
lives. For a son, there is no greater being on this planet than his mother. She gives birth to the
child, cares for him when he is in his most vulnerable state, unable to eat or drink, and she feeds
him her own milk. Suffice it to say, the role of a mother is one that cannot be explained properly
in words. What she does for her child is the real example of true love; she does everything for
him without ever wanting anything back.However, throughout the history of time, we have
learned that there is no end to the cruelty of mankind. We commit the most heinous crimes,
sometimes the most unthinkable acts and yet, we never seem to learn. The bond between a
mother and her child is a sacred one. The powers of love, care, and trust that bind this bond are
so strong that it is a virtually unbreakable bond. A mother cannot lose her child, and if she does,
she is heartbroken. Similarly, a child cannot lose his mother. If he does, through any incident, he
will forever miss her. Children look up to their mothers, considering them to be a shelter for them.
The minute she gives birth, the status of an ordinary woman is elevated to a sacred one: that of
a mother. Certain expectations are attached to her role; her responsibilities increase and in
virtually every religion, the position of a mother is an exalted one. Throughout our lives, we have
read stories of the bravery of mothers to support and help their children. We have read of single
mothers who bore all of the hardships of life just so that they could provide for their children. You
might have heard of numerous women out there who have even sold their bodies just so that
they could earn enough to support their young ones. However, the stories you are about to read
are true, albeit very different than what we have grown up believing about our mothers. It is a sad
instance of how deep one can fall as a victim to drugs, addictions, and insanity.The term filicide
is a funny one. Sometimes, I doubt whether this word should even exist in the dictionary or not.
Filicide is the killing of a child by his or her own parent. Can man be capable of doing such a
thing? We grow up being loved and adored by our parents. Sure, not everybody has the perfect
life. Some children are born and raised in broken families, having to move from one place to
another, switching houses between father and mother. Sometimes, things are worse: the parents



may be drunk and abusive and may use violence as a means of venting out their frustrations,
beating the children and abusing their rights as parents.Even though bad parenting is a pretty
big issue, most parents still show undying love for their children. And that is how it should be, of
course. We have all received the occasional spanking from our parents, yet biologically, the mind
of a child is engineered in such a way that he only finds relief, security, and safety when he is in
the arms of his mother. This is how it’s supposed to be; it feels natural and automated. Even if
you take a cursory look at the news, you will find that the number of stories regarding struggling
single mothers who are willing to go to any extent to support their children and help them in any
way possible are much higher. Stories regarding the abuse of children by their own mothers are
obviously fewer in comparison, and that is what our society is like; it's how our minds are
engineered to be.Whenever we hear about instances of cruelty from parents on their children,
we are often confused. Why would a parent hit his or her own offspring? Or abuse them? More
often than not, the blame goes to their mental conditions. Most parents often become mentally
unstable whenever things tend to get out of hand. Imagine a single mother, tired of fighting with
society for herself and her child, jobless, trying to support two people. How long would you
expect her to keep it together? Often times, the parents release their frustration on the child, and
as a child grows, she eventually realizes that. Yet, it is a heartless, shameful act to subject one's
own child to cruelty. The stories that follow go against everything we have been taught and have
learned. We perceive mothers to be the epitome of care and support, yet mankind teaches us
cruel lessons.FilicideFilicide is the intended act of a parent killing his or her own child. The act is
also regarded as an offence since it amounts to murder. To most of society, filicide appears very
unnatural and inhumane, yet a small percentage of parents exist who do kill their offspring. Many
researchers and scholars have associated these tragedies as being caused by domestic
violence. According to Jill Proudfoot of the Auckland Safer Homes, threats of violence are a
common occurrence in relationships and it is the use of such threats that keeps a woman in a
given relationship. However, this does not mean that all parents who commit filicide have mental
problems.The Causes of FilicideResearchers point to numerous possible reasons behind
incidents of filicide. Some of them are as follows:AltruismIn this instance, a parent murders his or
her child in order to end some form of suffering that the child may be experiencing. The suffering
of the child may be in form of incapacity both of the mind or body. A parent may thus become so
depressed by the condition of the child and cannot stand the idea of leaving the child to suffer,
hence reasoning that ending the child’s life is the only way of helping. Other times the child may
not be really suffering but exhibits the signs of suffering or incapacitation.Acute PsychosisIn
some instances, a parent commits filicide because of a defect of reasoning or because the
parent is mentally ill. This mainly happens when there is no reasonable explanation to account
for the murder of the child. In the 2001 case of Andrea Yates, who was accused of drowning her
children in a bathtub, she was found to be laboring from insanity and found not guilty for killing
her five children. She psychically believed that upon maturity, her babies will come to harm and
that she was helping by saving them from that harm.An Unwanted ChildThis is quite self-



explanatory. If a parent does not like or love his or her child and feels that the child is a big
drawback to the goals of his or her life, this may push the parent to get rid of the child so as to be
set free.Child MaltreatmentMany reported filicides are caused as a result of child maltreatment.
This essentially involves a tragic accident that occurs during child abuse. The parent may think
that he is punishing the child and in the process goes too far such that grievous harm is caused
or at times instant deaths.Spousal RevengeFilicide caused as a result of spousal revenge is
rare, as not many reasonable parents would willingly harm their children to get back at their
spouse. However, there are some instances when parents kill their children for revenge.
Sometimes it is referred to as Medea Syndrome, which is translated from Greek mythology. In
the myth, Medea murders her child so as to inflict suffering to her husband, Jason, who was
alleged to be having an affair. There are other causes that are independent of the above; a good
example is probably the famous case of Susan Smith who was accused in 1994 of drowning her
two children in a lake. In her hearing, she pleaded insanity but was sentenced to life
imprisonment when the court found out that she had murdered her children because the man
she wanted to be with did not want children.According to experts, these parents usually don’t
understand the consequences of what they are doing during the act. It is also clear that in order
to evade such tragedies in the future, we should focus on the prevention. This can be done
through family and friends being there for troubled parents, enabling them to deal maturely with
the stress by getting help.Chapter 1: Andrea YatesBackgroundThe youngest of five children,
Andrea Yates was born Andrea Pia Kennedy on July 2, 1964, in Hallsville, Texas. Her mother,
Jutta Karin Koehler, was a German immigrant and her father, Andrew Emmett Kennedy, was the
son of Irish parents.As a teen, Andrea suffered from several bouts of depression and was
bulimic. At the age of 17, she had spoken to a friend about suicide. Yet, in 1982 she graduated
from Milby High School in Houston, Texas with honors as class valedictorian, captain of the
swim team, and an officer in the National Honor Society.Andrea went on to complete her nursing
degree from the University of Texas School of Nursing at the University of Houston Campus in
1986. She then became a Registered Nurse at the highly regarded University of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas.After graduation, Andrea made her home at the
Sunscape Apartments in Houston, Texas. There, in 1989, she met her future husband, Russell
“Rusty” Yates. They soon moved in together, and on April 17, 1993, they married. Rusty was an
acquaintance of Preacher Michael Peter Woroniecki, whom he met while attending Auburn
University. Woroniecki’s church condemned the couple for their Christian lifestyle and believed
that their future children would be doomed to hell for their parents’ sins. Woroniecki’s church also
believed in the “Quiverfull lifestyle,” which means that married couples should have as many
children as possible.On February 26, 1994, Andrea gave birth to a son, Noah. Soon after, the
Yates family decided to relocate to Florida where Rusty had accepted a job offer. The family
settled into a small trailer home in Seminole, Florida. While there, Andrea gave birth to a second
son, John, on December 15, 1995. The stay in Seminole, Florida was brief and the family
relocated back to Houston shortly after John’s birth. On September 13, 1997, Andrea gave birth



to yet another son named Paul. Shortly after his birth, she became very depressed. On February
15, 1999, she gave birth to a fourth son, Luke. This marked the beginning of Andrea’s
psychosis.On June 16, 1999, Andrea had her first mental breakdown. Rusty found his wife
chewing on her fingers and shaking uncontrollably. She was then admitted to the hospital and
placed on antidepressants. Shortly after her release, she held a knife to her own neck and
pleaded with her husband to let her die. She was readmitted to the hospital and given a cocktail
of different medications. One of these medications was Haldol, an antipsychotic drug. With this
combination of drugs, Andrea’s condition improved and she was released. She seemed to be
stable, but in July of 1999, she suffered another nervous breakdown, followed by two suicide
attempts. She went on to be hospitalized two more times that summer. During her treatment, she
was diagnosed with postpartum psychosis.Andrea’s first psychiatrist advised her to not have any
more children, as this would certainly lead to future psychotic episodes. Against the advice of
her doctor, Andrea conceived her fifth child. She stopped taking the medication Haldol in March
of 2000. On November 30, 2000, her fifth child, a daughter named Mary, was born.The
Drownings“Woe to the bad mother. Children end up sinful if the mother doesn’t take a switch to
them.” – Tract by Preacher WoronieckiThe morning of June 20, 2001 began as usual in the
Yates’ home. Andrea got out of bed at approximately 8:10 a.m., and all of the children were
awake. They were sitting around the breakfast table eating their cereal as they did every
morning. Rusty left for work at around 9:00 a.m.; nothing seemed out of the ordinary.Shortly after
her husband left the house, Andrea wandered into the bathroom where she filled the tub with
water about three inches from the top rim. Mary, then six months old, sat on the bathroom
floor.Paul came into the bathroom and asked, “Mommy, are we gonna take a bath?” He asked
the question a second time when his mother did not answer. Andrea then took three-year-old
Paul and placed him face down into the water. There was only a brief struggle due to his young
age. Once she knew he was no longer breathing, she took his lifeless body into the bedroom
and laid it on the bed. The exact procedure was repeated with two-year-old Luke and then five-
year-old John. Mary sat on the floor crying as her mother drowned her brothers. Andrea then
picked Mary up and took her towards the water. She held her baby under the water face down
until she was motionless and left her body floating in the tub.Andrea then called for seven-year-
old Noah to come to the bathroom. She knew he would put up the biggest struggle, as he was
the oldest of the children. Noah walked in and saw Mary’s body in the tub. He asked, “Mommy,
what’s wrong with Mary?” and then immediately tried to get away from his mother. He ran down
the hall, but he was unable to escape. Andrea grabbed him and forced him into the water. Noah
struggled all he could; he even came up for air a few times before he died. She left Noah’s body
in the water and removed Mary’s. She walked to the master bedroom and placed her daughter’s
body on the bed along with the bodies of Paul, Luke, and John, all of which were covered with a
sheet.Shortly after drowning her five children, Andrea called 911 speaking in a calm and
unemotional voice.911 Dispatcher: What’s your name?Andrea Yates: Andrea Yates911
Dispatcher: What’s the problem?Andrea Yates: Um, I just need him to come.911 Dispatcher: Is



your husband there?Andrea Yates: No.911 Dispatcher: Well, what’s the problem?Andrea Yates: I
need him to come.911 Dispatcher: I need to know why we’re coming, ma’am. Is he there
standing next to you?Andrea Yates: No.911 Dispatcher: She?Andrea Yates: Pardon me?911
Dispatcher: Are you having a disturbance? Are you ill or what?Andrea Yates: Um, yes, I’m ill.911
Dispatcher: Do you need an ambulance?Andrea Yates: No, I need a police officer. Yeah, send an
ambulance.911 Dispatcher: What’s the problem?Andrea Yates: Um?911 Dispatcher: Hello?
Andrea Yates: I just need a police officer.She did not sound out of breath as she spoke, yet
portions of the 911 recording indicated that heavy breathing could be heard. Shortly after, she
called her husband at work and told him he needed to come home. He questioned her
repeatedly, but all she told him was, “It is time.”There was a knock at the door. The police had
arrived and Andrea simply stated, “I killed my kids.” When the police asked her where the
children were, she led them to the master bedroom. One of the officers noticed a small arm
protruding from under the sheet. When he pulled it back, he observed the bodies of four small
children. Another officer discovered Noah’s body in the tub. They asked Andrea for consent to
search the house and she agreed.Andrea’s clothing was wet and her hair was matted. Clothes
were gathered from the bedroom for her to change into. There was no female officer with them,
so they planned to take the dry clothing to the police station. They only spoke to her for a brief
amount of time before the investigation ensued.The officers then began taking photographs.
Photos were taken in the hallway, where one of the officers had noticed small footprints upon
arrival at the house. The carpet was soaked and 9 inches of water remained in the tub. An array
of medications was found in the kitchen, including Effexor, Remeran, Wellbutrin, and Resperidol,
which is classified as an antipsychotic medication. The cereal bowls on the table remained as
the children had left them after eating breakfast that morning.When later asked why she killed
her children, Andrea answered, “It was not because of anything they had done or because I was
mad at them. They just weren’t developing correctly, and I am a bad mother.” Her only question
after giving her statement was, “When will my trial be?”Yates’ TrialsOn September 22, 2001, a
jury deliberated for more than eight hours to find that Andrea Yates was mentally competent to
stand trial. Her religious beliefs about Satan and her profound history of mental illness would be
challenged when her murder trial began on February 18, 2002.Andrea pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity in the deaths of Noah and John and in a second charge for the death of Mary,
but not for the deaths of Paul and Luke. In Texas, anyone convicted of multiple murders or the
killing of an infant is eligible for the death penalty. According to Texas law, to successfully assert
the insanity defense, attorneys must prove that at the time of the crime, “the actor, as a result of
severe mental disease or defect, did not know that his conduct was wrong.”PARENTS WHO
KILLEDTHEIR CHILDRENAuthored byRJ ParkerCopyrights © 2014 byPublished in the United
States of AmericaeBook EditionEdited by Deb Hartwell()Cover design by Jacqueline
CrossPARENTS WHO KILLEDTHEIR CHILDRENISBN-13 978-1494787066ISBN-10
1494787067Authored byRJ ParkerCopyrights © 2014 byPublished in the United States of
AmericaeBook EditionEdited by Deb Hartwell()Cover design by Jacqueline CrossLicense



NotesThis book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This book may not be re-sold or
given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please
purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If you are reading this book and did not purchase
it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then please return to the author and purchase your
own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of the author. All rights reserved. No parts of
this publication can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means without prior
written authorization from RJ Parker Publishing, Inc. The unauthorized reproduction or
distribution of a copyrighted work is illegal. Criminal copyright infringement, including
infringement without monetary gain, is investigated by the FBI and is punishable by fines and
federal imprisonment.License NotesThis book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This
book may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with
another person, please purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If you are reading this
book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then please return to the
author and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of the author. All
rights reserved. No parts of this publication can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means without prior written authorization from RJ Parker Publishing, Inc. The unauthorized
reproduction or distribution of a copyrighted work is illegal. Criminal copyright infringement,
including infringement without monetary gain, is investigated by the FBI and is punishable by
fines and federal imprisonment.PrologueWe consider mothers to hold the highest status in our
lives. For a son, there is no greater being on this planet than his mother. She gives birth to the
child, cares for him when he is in his most vulnerable state, unable to eat or drink, and she feeds
him her own milk. Suffice it to say, the role of a mother is one that cannot be explained properly
in words. What she does for her child is the real example of true love; she does everything for
him without ever wanting anything back.However, throughout the history of time, we have
learned that there is no end to the cruelty of mankind. We commit the most heinous crimes,
sometimes the most unthinkable acts and yet, we never seem to learn. The bond between a
mother and her child is a sacred one. The powers of love, care, and trust that bind this bond are
so strong that it is a virtually unbreakable bond. A mother cannot lose her child, and if she does,
she is heartbroken. Similarly, a child cannot lose his mother. If he does, through any incident, he
will forever miss her. Children look up to their mothers, considering them to be a shelter for them.
The minute she gives birth, the status of an ordinary woman is elevated to a sacred one: that of
a mother. Certain expectations are attached to her role; her responsibilities increase and in
virtually every religion, the position of a mother is an exalted one. Throughout our lives, we have
read stories of the bravery of mothers to support and help their children. We have read of single
mothers who bore all of the hardships of life just so that they could provide for their children. You
might have heard of numerous women out there who have even sold their bodies just so that
they could earn enough to support their young ones. However, the stories you are about to read
are true, albeit very different than what we have grown up believing about our mothers. It is a sad
instance of how deep one can fall as a victim to drugs, addictions, and insanity.The term filicide



is a funny one. Sometimes, I doubt whether this word should even exist in the dictionary or not.
Filicide is the killing of a child by his or her own parent. Can man be capable of doing such a
thing? We grow up being loved and adored by our parents. Sure, not everybody has the perfect
life. Some children are born and raised in broken families, having to move from one place to
another, switching houses between father and mother. Sometimes, things are worse: the parents
may be drunk and abusive and may use violence as a means of venting out their frustrations,
beating the children and abusing their rights as parents.Even though bad parenting is a pretty
big issue, most parents still show undying love for their children. And that is how it should be, of
course. We have all received the occasional spanking from our parents, yet biologically, the mind
of a child is engineered in such a way that he only finds relief, security, and safety when he is in
the arms of his mother. This is how it’s supposed to be; it feels natural and automated. Even if
you take a cursory look at the news, you will find that the number of stories regarding struggling
single mothers who are willing to go to any extent to support their children and help them in any
way possible are much higher. Stories regarding the abuse of children by their own mothers are
obviously fewer in comparison, and that is what our society is like; it's how our minds are
engineered to be.Whenever we hear about instances of cruelty from parents on their children,
we are often confused. Why would a parent hit his or her own offspring? Or abuse them? More
often than not, the blame goes to their mental conditions. Most parents often become mentally
unstable whenever things tend to get out of hand. Imagine a single mother, tired of fighting with
society for herself and her child, jobless, trying to support two people. How long would you
expect her to keep it together? Often times, the parents release their frustration on the child, and
as a child grows, she eventually realizes that. Yet, it is a heartless, shameful act to subject one's
own child to cruelty. The stories that follow go against everything we have been taught and have
learned. We perceive mothers to be the epitome of care and support, yet mankind teaches us
cruel lessons.PrologueWe consider mothers to hold the highest status in our lives. For a son,
there is no greater being on this planet than his mother. She gives birth to the child, cares for him
when he is in his most vulnerable state, unable to eat or drink, and she feeds him her own milk.
Suffice it to say, the role of a mother is one that cannot be explained properly in words. What she
does for her child is the real example of true love; she does everything for him without ever
wanting anything back.However, throughout the history of time, we have learned that there is no
end to the cruelty of mankind. We commit the most heinous crimes, sometimes the most
unthinkable acts and yet, we never seem to learn. The bond between a mother and her child is a
sacred one. The powers of love, care, and trust that bind this bond are so strong that it is a
virtually unbreakable bond. A mother cannot lose her child, and if she does, she is heartbroken.
Similarly, a child cannot lose his mother. If he does, through any incident, he will forever miss her.
Children look up to their mothers, considering them to be a shelter for them. The minute she
gives birth, the status of an ordinary woman is elevated to a sacred one: that of a mother. Certain
expectations are attached to her role; her responsibilities increase and in virtually every religion,
the position of a mother is an exalted one. Throughout our lives, we have read stories of the



bravery of mothers to support and help their children. We have read of single mothers who bore
all of the hardships of life just so that they could provide for their children. You might have heard
of numerous women out there who have even sold their bodies just so that they could earn
enough to support their young ones. However, the stories you are about to read are true, albeit
very different than what we have grown up believing about our mothers. It is a sad instance of
how deep one can fall as a victim to drugs, addictions, and insanity.The term filicide is a funny
one. Sometimes, I doubt whether this word should even exist in the dictionary or not. Filicide is
the killing of a child by his or her own parent. Can man be capable of doing such a thing? We
grow up being loved and adored by our parents. Sure, not everybody has the perfect life. Some
children are born and raised in broken families, having to move from one place to another,
switching houses between father and mother. Sometimes, things are worse: the parents may be
drunk and abusive and may use violence as a means of venting out their frustrations, beating the
children and abusing their rights as parents.Even though bad parenting is a pretty big issue,
most parents still show undying love for their children. And that is how it should be, of course. We
have all received the occasional spanking from our parents, yet biologically, the mind of a child is
engineered in such a way that he only finds relief, security, and safety when he is in the arms of
his mother. This is how it’s supposed to be; it feels natural and automated. Even if you take a
cursory look at the news, you will find that the number of stories regarding struggling single
mothers who are willing to go to any extent to support their children and help them in any way
possible are much higher. Stories regarding the abuse of children by their own mothers are
obviously fewer in comparison, and that is what our society is like; it's how our minds are
engineered to be.Whenever we hear about instances of cruelty from parents on their children,
we are often confused. Why would a parent hit his or her own offspring? Or abuse them? More
often than not, the blame goes to their mental conditions. Most parents often become mentally
unstable whenever things tend to get out of hand. Imagine a single mother, tired of fighting with
society for herself and her child, jobless, trying to support two people. How long would you
expect her to keep it together? Often times, the parents release their frustration on the child, and
as a child grows, she eventually realizes that. Yet, it is a heartless, shameful act to subject one's
own child to cruelty. The stories that follow go against everything we have been taught and have
learned. We perceive mothers to be the epitome of care and support, yet mankind teaches us
cruel lessons.FilicideFilicide is the intended act of a parent killing his or her own child. The act is
also regarded as an offence since it amounts to murder. To most of society, filicide appears very
unnatural and inhumane, yet a small percentage of parents exist who do kill their offspring. Many
researchers and scholars have associated these tragedies as being caused by domestic
violence. According to Jill Proudfoot of the Auckland Safer Homes, threats of violence are a
common occurrence in relationships and it is the use of such threats that keeps a woman in a
given relationship. However, this does not mean that all parents who commit filicide have mental
problems.FilicideFilicide is the intended act of a parent killing his or her own child. The act is
also regarded as an offence since it amounts to murder. To most of society, filicide appears very



unnatural and inhumane, yet a small percentage of parents exist who do kill their offspring. Many
researchers and scholars have associated these tragedies as being caused by domestic
violence. According to Jill Proudfoot of the Auckland Safer Homes, threats of violence are a
common occurrence in relationships and it is the use of such threats that keeps a woman in a
given relationship. However, this does not mean that all parents who commit filicide have mental
problems.The Causes of FilicideResearchers point to numerous possible reasons behind
incidents of filicide. Some of them are as follows:AltruismIn this instance, a parent murders his or
her child in order to end some form of suffering that the child may be experiencing. The suffering
of the child may be in form of incapacity both of the mind or body. A parent may thus become so
depressed by the condition of the child and cannot stand the idea of leaving the child to suffer,
hence reasoning that ending the child’s life is the only way of helping. Other times the child may
not be really suffering but exhibits the signs of suffering or incapacitation.Acute PsychosisIn
some instances, a parent commits filicide because of a defect of reasoning or because the
parent is mentally ill. This mainly happens when there is no reasonable explanation to account
for the murder of the child. In the 2001 case of Andrea Yates, who was accused of drowning her
children in a bathtub, she was found to be laboring from insanity and found not guilty for killing
her five children. She psychically believed that upon maturity, her babies will come to harm and
that she was helping by saving them from that harm.An Unwanted ChildThis is quite self-
explanatory. If a parent does not like or love his or her child and feels that the child is a big
drawback to the goals of his or her life, this may push the parent to get rid of the child so as to be
set free.Child MaltreatmentMany reported filicides are caused as a result of child maltreatment.
This essentially involves a tragic accident that occurs during child abuse. The parent may think
that he is punishing the child and in the process goes too far such that grievous harm is caused
or at times instant deaths.Spousal RevengeFilicide caused as a result of spousal revenge is
rare, as not many reasonable parents would willingly harm their children to get back at their
spouse. However, there are some instances when parents kill their children for revenge.
Sometimes it is referred to as Medea Syndrome, which is translated from Greek mythology. In
the myth, Medea murders her child so as to inflict suffering to her husband, Jason, who was
alleged to be having an affair. There are other causes that are independent of the above; a good
example is probably the famous case of Susan Smith who was accused in 1994 of drowning her
two children in a lake. In her hearing, she pleaded insanity but was sentenced to life
imprisonment when the court found out that she had murdered her children because the man
she wanted to be with did not want children.According to experts, these parents usually don’t
understand the consequences of what they are doing during the act. It is also clear that in order
to evade such tragedies in the future, we should focus on the prevention. This can be done
through family and friends being there for troubled parents, enabling them to deal maturely with
the stress by getting help.The Causes of FilicideResearchers point to numerous possible
reasons behind incidents of filicide. Some of them are as follows:AltruismIn this instance, a
parent murders his or her child in order to end some form of suffering that the child may be



experiencing. The suffering of the child may be in form of incapacity both of the mind or body. A
parent may thus become so depressed by the condition of the child and cannot stand the idea of
leaving the child to suffer, hence reasoning that ending the child’s life is the only way of helping.
Other times the child may not be really suffering but exhibits the signs of suffering or
incapacitation.Acute PsychosisIn some instances, a parent commits filicide because of a defect
of reasoning or because the parent is mentally ill. This mainly happens when there is no
reasonable explanation to account for the murder of the child. In the 2001 case of Andrea Yates,
who was accused of drowning her children in a bathtub, she was found to be laboring from
insanity and found not guilty for killing her five children. She psychically believed that upon
maturity, her babies will come to harm and that she was helping by saving them from that
harm.An Unwanted ChildThis is quite self-explanatory. If a parent does not like or love his or her
child and feels that the child is a big drawback to the goals of his or her life, this may push the
parent to get rid of the child so as to be set free.Child MaltreatmentMany reported filicides are
caused as a result of child maltreatment. This essentially involves a tragic accident that occurs
during child abuse. The parent may think that he is punishing the child and in the process goes
too far such that grievous harm is caused or at times instant deaths.Spousal RevengeFilicide
caused as a result of spousal revenge is rare, as not many reasonable parents would willingly
harm their children to get back at their spouse. However, there are some instances when parents
kill their children for revenge. Sometimes it is referred to as Medea Syndrome, which is
translated from Greek mythology. In the myth, Medea murders her child so as to inflict suffering
to her husband, Jason, who was alleged to be having an affair. There are other causes that are
independent of the above; a good example is probably the famous case of Susan Smith who
was accused in 1994 of drowning her two children in a lake. In her hearing, she pleaded insanity
but was sentenced to life imprisonment when the court found out that she had murdered her
children because the man she wanted to be with did not want children.According to experts,
these parents usually don’t understand the consequences of what they are doing during the act.
It is also clear that in order to evade such tragedies in the future, we should focus on the
prevention. This can be done through family and friends being there for troubled parents,
enabling them to deal maturely with the stress by getting help.Chapter 1: Andrea
YatesBackgroundThe youngest of five children, Andrea Yates was born Andrea Pia Kennedy on
July 2, 1964, in Hallsville, Texas. Her mother, Jutta Karin Koehler, was a German immigrant and
her father, Andrew Emmett Kennedy, was the son of Irish parents.As a teen, Andrea suffered
from several bouts of depression and was bulimic. At the age of 17, she had spoken to a friend
about suicide. Yet, in 1982 she graduated from Milby High School in Houston, Texas with honors
as class valedictorian, captain of the swim team, and an officer in the National Honor
Society.Andrea went on to complete her nursing degree from the University of Texas School of
Nursing at the University of Houston Campus in 1986. She then became a Registered Nurse at
the highly regarded University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas.After
graduation, Andrea made her home at the Sunscape Apartments in Houston, Texas. There, in



1989, she met her future husband, Russell “Rusty” Yates. They soon moved in together, and on
April 17, 1993, they married. Rusty was an acquaintance of Preacher Michael Peter Woroniecki,
whom he met while attending Auburn University. Woroniecki’s church condemned the couple for
their Christian lifestyle and believed that their future children would be doomed to hell for their
parents’ sins. Woroniecki’s church also believed in the “Quiverfull lifestyle,” which means that
married couples should have as many children as possible.On February 26, 1994, Andrea gave
birth to a son, Noah. Soon after, the Yates family decided to relocate to Florida where Rusty had
accepted a job offer. The family settled into a small trailer home in Seminole, Florida. While
there, Andrea gave birth to a second son, John, on December 15, 1995. The stay in Seminole,
Florida was brief and the family relocated back to Houston shortly after John’s birth. On
September 13, 1997, Andrea gave birth to yet another son named Paul. Shortly after his birth,
she became very depressed. On February 15, 1999, she gave birth to a fourth son, Luke. This
marked the beginning of Andrea’s psychosis.On June 16, 1999, Andrea had her first mental
breakdown. Rusty found his wife chewing on her fingers and shaking uncontrollably. She was
then admitted to the hospital and placed on antidepressants. Shortly after her release, she held
a knife to her own neck and pleaded with her husband to let her die. She was readmitted to the
hospital and given a cocktail of different medications. One of these medications was Haldol, an
antipsychotic drug. With this combination of drugs, Andrea’s condition improved and she was
released. She seemed to be stable, but in July of 1999, she suffered another nervous
breakdown, followed by two suicide attempts. She went on to be hospitalized two more times
that summer. During her treatment, she was diagnosed with postpartum psychosis.Andrea’s first
psychiatrist advised her to not have any more children, as this would certainly lead to future
psychotic episodes. Against the advice of her doctor, Andrea conceived her fifth child. She
stopped taking the medication Haldol in March of 2000. On November 30, 2000, her fifth child, a
daughter named Mary, was born.Chapter 1: Andrea YatesBackgroundThe youngest of five
children, Andrea Yates was born Andrea Pia Kennedy on July 2, 1964, in Hallsville, Texas. Her
mother, Jutta Karin Koehler, was a German immigrant and her father, Andrew Emmett Kennedy,
was the son of Irish parents.As a teen, Andrea suffered from several bouts of depression and
was bulimic. At the age of 17, she had spoken to a friend about suicide. Yet, in 1982 she
graduated from Milby High School in Houston, Texas with honors as class valedictorian, captain
of the swim team, and an officer in the National Honor Society.Andrea went on to complete her
nursing degree from the University of Texas School of Nursing at the University of Houston
Campus in 1986. She then became a Registered Nurse at the highly regarded University of
Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas.After graduation, Andrea made her
home at the Sunscape Apartments in Houston, Texas. There, in 1989, she met her future
husband, Russell “Rusty” Yates. They soon moved in together, and on April 17, 1993, they
married. Rusty was an acquaintance of Preacher Michael Peter Woroniecki, whom he met while
attending Auburn University. Woroniecki’s church condemned the couple for their Christian
lifestyle and believed that their future children would be doomed to hell for their parents’ sins.



Woroniecki’s church also believed in the “Quiverfull lifestyle,” which means that married couples
should have as many children as possible.On February 26, 1994, Andrea gave birth to a son,
Noah. Soon after, the Yates family decided to relocate to Florida where Rusty had accepted a
job offer. The family settled into a small trailer home in Seminole, Florida. While there, Andrea
gave birth to a second son, John, on December 15, 1995. The stay in Seminole, Florida was
brief and the family relocated back to Houston shortly after John’s birth. On September 13,
1997, Andrea gave birth to yet another son named Paul. Shortly after his birth, she became very
depressed. On February 15, 1999, she gave birth to a fourth son, Luke. This marked the
beginning of Andrea’s psychosis.On June 16, 1999, Andrea had her first mental breakdown.
Rusty found his wife chewing on her fingers and shaking uncontrollably. She was then admitted
to the hospital and placed on antidepressants. Shortly after her release, she held a knife to her
own neck and pleaded with her husband to let her die. She was readmitted to the hospital and
given a cocktail of different medications. One of these medications was Haldol, an antipsychotic
drug. With this combination of drugs, Andrea’s condition improved and she was released. She
seemed to be stable, but in July of 1999, she suffered another nervous breakdown, followed by
two suicide attempts. She went on to be hospitalized two more times that summer. During her
treatment, she was diagnosed with postpartum psychosis.Andrea’s first psychiatrist advised her
to not have any more children, as this would certainly lead to future psychotic episodes. Against
the advice of her doctor, Andrea conceived her fifth child. She stopped taking the medication
Haldol in March of 2000. On November 30, 2000, her fifth child, a daughter named Mary, was
born.The Drownings“Woe to the bad mother. Children end up sinful if the mother doesn’t take a
switch to them.” – Tract by Preacher WoronieckiThe morning of June 20, 2001 began as usual in
the Yates’ home. Andrea got out of bed at approximately 8:10 a.m., and all of the children were
awake. They were sitting around the breakfast table eating their cereal as they did every
morning. Rusty left for work at around 9:00 a.m.; nothing seemed out of the ordinary.Shortly after
her husband left the house, Andrea wandered into the bathroom where she filled the tub with
water about three inches from the top rim. Mary, then six months old, sat on the bathroom
floor.Paul came into the bathroom and asked, “Mommy, are we gonna take a bath?” He asked
the question a second time when his mother did not answer. Andrea then took three-year-old
Paul and placed him face down into the water. There was only a brief struggle due to his young
age. Once she knew he was no longer breathing, she took his lifeless body into the bedroom
and laid it on the bed. The exact procedure was repeated with two-year-old Luke and then five-
year-old John. Mary sat on the floor crying as her mother drowned her brothers. Andrea then
picked Mary up and took her towards the water. She held her baby under the water face down
until she was motionless and left her body floating in the tub.Andrea then called for seven-year-
old Noah to come to the bathroom. She knew he would put up the biggest struggle, as he was
the oldest of the children. Noah walked in and saw Mary’s body in the tub. He asked, “Mommy,
what’s wrong with Mary?” and then immediately tried to get away from his mother. He ran down
the hall, but he was unable to escape. Andrea grabbed him and forced him into the water. Noah



struggled all he could; he even came up for air a few times before he died. She left Noah’s body
in the water and removed Mary’s. She walked to the master bedroom and placed her daughter’s
body on the bed along with the bodies of Paul, Luke, and John, all of which were covered with a
sheet.Shortly after drowning her five children, Andrea called 911 speaking in a calm and
unemotional voice.911 Dispatcher: What’s your name?Andrea Yates: Andrea Yates911
Dispatcher: What’s the problem?Andrea Yates: Um, I just need him to come.911 Dispatcher: Is
your husband there?Andrea Yates: No.911 Dispatcher: Well, what’s the problem?Andrea Yates: I
need him to come.911 Dispatcher: I need to know why we’re coming, ma’am. Is he there
standing next to you?Andrea Yates: No.911 Dispatcher: She?Andrea Yates: Pardon me?911
Dispatcher: Are you having a disturbance? Are you ill or what?Andrea Yates: Um, yes, I’m ill.911
Dispatcher: Do you need an ambulance?Andrea Yates: No, I need a police officer. Yeah, send an
ambulance.911 Dispatcher: What’s the problem?Andrea Yates: Um?911 Dispatcher: Hello?
Andrea Yates: I just need a police officer.She did not sound out of breath as she spoke, yet
portions of the 911 recording indicated that heavy breathing could be heard. Shortly after, she
called her husband at work and told him he needed to come home. He questioned her
repeatedly, but all she told him was, “It is time.”There was a knock at the door. The police had
arrived and Andrea simply stated, “I killed my kids.” When the police asked her where the
children were, she led them to the master bedroom. One of the officers noticed a small arm
protruding from under the sheet. When he pulled it back, he observed the bodies of four small
children. Another officer discovered Noah’s body in the tub. They asked Andrea for consent to
search the house and she agreed.Andrea’s clothing was wet and her hair was matted. Clothes
were gathered from the bedroom for her to change into. There was no female officer with them,
so they planned to take the dry clothing to the police station. They only spoke to her for a brief
amount of time before the investigation ensued.The officers then began taking photographs.
Photos were taken in the hallway, where one of the officers had noticed small footprints upon
arrival at the house. The carpet was soaked and 9 inches of water remained in the tub. An array
of medications was found in the kitchen, including Effexor, Remeran, Wellbutrin, and Resperidol,
which is classified as an antipsychotic medication. The cereal bowls on the table remained as
the children had left them after eating breakfast that morning.When later asked why she killed
her children, Andrea answered, “It was not because of anything they had done or because I was
mad at them. They just weren’t developing correctly, and I am a bad mother.” Her only question
after giving her statement was, “When will my trial be?”The Drownings“Woe to the bad mother.
Children end up sinful if the mother doesn’t take a switch to them.” – Tract by Preacher
WoronieckiThe morning of June 20, 2001 began as usual in the Yates’ home. Andrea got out of
bed at approximately 8:10 a.m., and all of the children were awake. They were sitting around the
breakfast table eating their cereal as they did every morning. Rusty left for work at around 9:00
a.m.; nothing seemed out of the ordinary.Shortly after her husband left the house, Andrea
wandered into the bathroom where she filled the tub with water about three inches from the top
rim. Mary, then six months old, sat on the bathroom floor.Paul came into the bathroom and



asked, “Mommy, are we gonna take a bath?” He asked the question a second time when his
mother did not answer. Andrea then took three-year-old Paul and placed him face down into the
water. There was only a brief struggle due to his young age. Once she knew he was no longer
breathing, she took his lifeless body into the bedroom and laid it on the bed. The exact
procedure was repeated with two-year-old Luke and then five-year-old John. Mary sat on the
floor crying as her mother drowned her brothers. Andrea then picked Mary up and took her
towards the water. She held her baby under the water face down until she was motionless and
left her body floating in the tub.Andrea then called for seven-year-old Noah to come to the
bathroom. She knew he would put up the biggest struggle, as he was the oldest of the children.
Noah walked in and saw Mary’s body in the tub. He asked, “Mommy, what’s wrong with Mary?”
and then immediately tried to get away from his mother. He ran down the hall, but he was unable
to escape. Andrea grabbed him and forced him into the water. Noah struggled all he could; he
even came up for air a few times before he died. She left Noah’s body in the water and removed
Mary’s. She walked to the master bedroom and placed her daughter’s body on the bed along
with the bodies of Paul, Luke, and John, all of which were covered with a sheet.Shortly after
drowning her five children, Andrea called 911 speaking in a calm and unemotional voice.911
Dispatcher: What’s your name?Andrea Yates: Andrea Yates911 Dispatcher: What’s the problem?
Andrea Yates: Um, I just need him to come.911 Dispatcher: Is your husband there?Andrea
Yates: No.911 Dispatcher: Well, what’s the problem?Andrea Yates: I need him to come.911
Dispatcher: I need to know why we’re coming, ma’am. Is he there standing next to you?Andrea
Yates: No.911 Dispatcher: She?Andrea Yates: Pardon me?911 Dispatcher: Are you having a
disturbance? Are you ill or what?Andrea Yates: Um, yes, I’m ill.911 Dispatcher: Do you need an
ambulance?Andrea Yates: No, I need a police officer. Yeah, send an ambulance.911 Dispatcher:
What’s the problem?Andrea Yates: Um?911 Dispatcher: Hello?Andrea Yates: I just need a police
officer.She did not sound out of breath as she spoke, yet portions of the 911 recording indicated
that heavy breathing could be heard. Shortly after, she called her husband at work and told him
he needed to come home. He questioned her repeatedly, but all she told him was, “It is
time.”There was a knock at the door. The police had arrived and Andrea simply stated, “I killed
my kids.” When the police asked her where the children were, she led them to the master
bedroom. One of the officers noticed a small arm protruding from under the sheet. When he
pulled it back, he observed the bodies of four small children. Another officer discovered Noah’s
body in the tub. They asked Andrea for consent to search the house and she agreed.Andrea’s
clothing was wet and her hair was matted. Clothes were gathered from the bedroom for her to
change into. There was no female officer with them, so they planned to take the dry clothing to
the police station. They only spoke to her for a brief amount of time before the investigation
ensued.The officers then began taking photographs. Photos were taken in the hallway, where
one of the officers had noticed small footprints upon arrival at the house. The carpet was soaked
and 9 inches of water remained in the tub. An array of medications was found in the kitchen,
including Effexor, Remeran, Wellbutrin, and Resperidol, which is classified as an antipsychotic



medication. The cereal bowls on the table remained as the children had left them after eating
breakfast that morning.When later asked why she killed her children, Andrea answered, “It was
not because of anything they had done or because I was mad at them. They just weren’t
developing correctly, and I am a bad mother.” Her only question after giving her statement was,
“When will my trial be?”Yates’ TrialsOn September 22, 2001, a jury deliberated for more than
eight hours to find that Andrea Yates was mentally competent to stand trial. Her religious beliefs
about Satan and her profound history of mental illness would be challenged when her murder
trial began on February 18, 2002.Andrea pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity in the deaths of
Noah and John and in a second charge for the death of Mary, but not for the deaths of Paul and
Luke. In Texas, anyone convicted of multiple murders or the killing of an infant is eligible for the
death penalty. According to Texas law, to successfully assert the insanity defense, attorneys
must prove that at the time of the crime, “the actor, as a result of severe mental disease or
defect, did not know that his conduct was wrong.”Yates’ TrialsOn September 22, 2001, a jury
deliberated for more than eight hours to find that Andrea Yates was mentally competent to stand
trial. Her religious beliefs about Satan and her profound history of mental illness would be
challenged when her murder trial began on February 18, 2002.Andrea pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity in the deaths of Noah and John and in a second charge for the death of Mary,
but not for the deaths of Paul and Luke. In Texas, anyone convicted of multiple murders or the
killing of an infant is eligible for the death penalty. According to Texas law, to successfully assert
the insanity defense, attorneys must prove that at the time of the crime, “the actor, as a result of
severe mental disease or defect, did not know that his conduct was wrong.”
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Books and Blurbs, “This is a great book on a horrible subject that will surely make you cry.. There
is a fascination in this country, and most of the world for that matter, regarding murder. How it
happens, when it happens and WHY it happens. When that homicide is in fact, filicide – or the
killing of a child by his or her own parent – then that fascination takes on a morbid, yet
compelling drive. We stand riveted to the TV screen and the papers, watching the stories unfold
before our eyes. We are horrified, yet spellbound, unable to look away as the details and
possible reasons spill forth.“Parents Who Killed Their Children” by R.J. Parker takes that horrific
desire to know, to understand, and condenses it into an easy read format. 10 of the most history
grabbing cases in recent years are highlighted in every gory detail, both what was in the press
and further information that might have come out after the cases. In one or two the guilt is still
suspect, but Parker takes no sides – the cases are presented as is, take them as you will.This is
an incredibly hard book to read, though one that you can’t help but pick up. As a parent myself,
there were numerous times I swallowed hard and set my Kindle down, horrified and sick to my
stomach at the thought that anyone…much less a mother… could commit such a crime against
her own offspring. I do not want to like this book, the content is disturbing and realizing the truth
of it even more so. That said, the writing is superb and the non-judgmental tone of the pages
impressive. Parker did a remarkable job compiling the research that has gone into this work,
and the coverage of possible mental illness and strong correlation to Post Partum Depression
admirable.”

Pamela Bell, “Unbelievable acts of betrayal to those entrusted to them. If you are one of the faint-
hearted, then this book is not for you, for some of the killings are cruel and terror-inducing
beyond belief. Any sane person, of course, will find the acts in this book morbid and grotesque.
And any sane, protective parent will also find them incomprehensible. Unfortunately, 'Parents
Who Killed Their Children' presents little insight into the minds of the perpetrators, because this
is what I kept asking while reading and this is what I'd be most interested in (but perhaps their
minds are unfathomable). But it does reveal similar traits in the personalities of these pathetic
mothers and fathers. They are nearly always sociopathic and narcissistic in their intent, with little
repentance for the murders of their children. What was most shocking for me is that very few
murders were committed out of sudden rage. Most were premeditated and often revengeful. One
wonders if these people were really believing that they'd be better off for the disposal of children
who would all too soon grow up and fly the coop. That, I really don't get in their thinking.”

Jill Brooks, “Short stories of true crimes. Easy reading. Not great, but worth reading for
something to do.. This is a book with about a chapter or so about each of several of the murder
cases that have been big in the media over the last 10-20 years or so. Generally I prefer the type
of book that gets quite in-depth into the events and explaining, or trying to explain the life of the



murderer and why he or she might have done what they did. Ann Rule is my favorite tru crime
author. However, because it turns out that I had read about most of the cases in it several years
ago, it kind of refreshed my memory about each case, and may have given me a detail or two
that I might not have known or remembered. Sometimes when there is a lot going on in your life,
it's nice to have something that doesn't take a lot of concentration, and that you can finish a
portion of fairly quickly before the next distraction comes along to take you away from your
reading for hours or days.”

Deb G., “Very Interesting Read. I found this book very interesting. It covered some background
that was new to me and a story or two I hadn't heard of before. Naturally, the subject matter is
horribly sad for the loss of innocent lives and the countless families ruined. The author doesn't
stoop to sensationalism, though. He gives the facts that are known, and the background that led
up to the murders. The writing was very well done and didn't lag. Technically, I don't recall any
errors in word usage or printing (Kindle). I have heard that this is an excellent author for true
crime stories, and I am happy to agree with this. I will be reading more by Mr Parker. Highly
recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader, “  . Fillicide, deemed the worst crime committed by a lot of people for
various reasons.Very short account of each case and straight to the point. It isn't an in depth
explanation of each case but it was informative.”

Mike Clarke, “Heartbreaking. A facinating book by RJ Parker, The first story in this book covers a
really sad case between Andrea Yates and her 5 children, and you may end asking yourself
could more have been done.Once i started to read this book i found it hard to put down, there
are some very heartbreaking accounts of parents who have killed there children, its a really well
researched,written book”
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